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Sam also notices that one of Suzy's hands is bandaged. This trend found, if not its origin, at least a
considerable amount of impetus in Wes Anderson's Rushmore written with Owen Wilson. But Anderson and
his writing partner Roman Coppola don't stop at a reasonable level of detail. They bear all sorts of adult
longing and frustration. Work with many of the same actors and crew on varying projects. It's set in , though it
might as well be set at any time. What are the main things that we lose, and gain, as we move from childhood
to adulthood? The projections of our rebellion against the stifling constraints of adult life, or more sadly, more
accurately perhaps, the sense of rebellion we wish we had. How are these visual decisions and themes
contribute to the setting and the world these characters live in? But what happens in a fantasy can be more
involving than what happens in life, and thank goodness for that. There are buildings, a boat and a stylized bus
stop all neatly labelled. As this regression continues in film, the connection to reality becomes ever more
tenuous. When the offended blue bird reminds him that he's not supposed to be there, he calmly replies that he
won't be staying long. The young women in these stories - Portia Doubleday as Sheeni Saunders in Youth in
Revolt; Emma Stone as Olive in Easy A - are generally not only pretty but demonstrate a sophistication of
which most worldly women of 35 would be proud. A character known only as Social Services Tilda Swinton
gets involved, because as an orphan, Sam is of special interest. Or even poetry. Walt Bishop: Which injuries
are you apologizing for specifically? It is not a large island, but they think it must have a place where they can
hide out. As for those states, there's usually something rotten in them, the various dark provinces of adulthood.
How are they similar and different? In "Moonrise Kingdom," the palette tends toward the green of new grass,
and the Scout's khaki brown.


